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metaphores we compute by local - clojutre - metaphors we compute by alvaro videla - @old_sound. the
year is 1980. metaphors we live by george lakoff & mark johnson. metaphor isn’t just a matter of poetry and
rhetorical flourish. metaphors permeate all areas of our lives metaphors dictate. metaphors permeate all areas
of our lives metaphors dictate how we think. the object metaphor in python - idc-online - the object
metaphor in python in the beginning of this text, we distinguished between functions and data: functions
performed operations and data were operated upon. when we included function values among our data, we
acknowledged that data too can have behavior. functions could be user interface metaphors - solipsism
gradient - 1987 lecture “metaphors we compute by” 9. in the section “the desktop: the computer is a
workplace”, he says: we're all familiar with the macintosh desktop and its origins in the xerox star and its
copies in windows, etc. and we've all had lots of discussions about how great an advance it is in user interface
design beyond the computer metaphor: behavior as interaction - beyond the computer metaphor:
behavior as interaction paul cisek dept. de physiologie université de montréal abstract behavior is often
described as the computation of a response to a stimulus. this description is incomplete in an important way
because it only examines what metaphor comprehension: a computational theory - to use glucksberg's
example, if we compute the centroid of lawyer and shark, we land in a semantic no-man's land - somewhere in
between lawyer and shark. furthermore, composition by the centroid rule could not distinguish between my
lawyer is a shark and my shark is a lawyer. kintsch (submitted) has argued that if we predicate something
about a ... privacy and power: computer databases and metaphors for ... - we are in the midst of an
information revolution, and we are only beginning to understand its implications. in the past decade, we have
undergone a dramatic transformation in the way we shop, bank, and go about our daily business—changes
that have resulted in an unprecedented robust extraction of metaphors from novel data - finally, we
compute the affect and force associated with the metaphor. our approach is shown to work in four lan-guages
– american english, mexican spanish, russian russian and iranian farsi. we detail in this paper the application of
our approach to detec-tion of metaphors using specific examples from the making the point with
metaphors: not just for poets - metaphors we compute by a case in point can be found in the single most
signiﬁcant tech-nological development of the last quarter-century: the advent of the personal computer. there
were personal computers in 1980, but they were simply smaller ver-sions of mainframe computers (remember
dos?). however, this was about to change. the macin- metaphor detection in discourse - carnegie mellon
school ... - metaphor detection in discourse hyeju jang, seunghwan moon, yohan jo, and carolyn penstein ros
´e language technologies institute carnegie mellon university pittsburgh, pa 15213, usa fhyejuj, seungwhm,
yohanj, cprose g@csu abstract understanding contextual information is key to detecting metaphors in
discourse. most current work aims at ... from molecule to metaphor - chaz - from molecule to metaphor a
neural theory of language jerome a. feldman from molecule to metaphor ... we do not yet know exactly how
words are understood or have any method- ... how do our brains compute our minds?when i ask berkeley
students, on the ﬁrst day of class, to write a page on this ... predicative metaphors are understood as
two-stage ... - in this paper, we address the problem of how people under-stand predicative metaphors such
as “the rumor ﬂew through the ofﬁce”, and argue that two-stage categorization is the pro-cess via which
predicative metaphors are understood. in the two-stage categorization process, the verb of a predicative memetaphor detection with cross-lingual model transfer - metaphor detection with cross-lingual model
transfer yulia tsvetkov leonid boytsov anatole gershman eric nyberg chris dyer language technologies institute
carnegie mellon university pittsburgh, pa 15213 usa fytsvetko, srchvrs, anatoleg, ehn, cdyerg@csu abstract we
show that it is possible to reliably dis-criminate whether a syntactic ... metaphor detection through term
relevance - aclweb - we present a threshold classier that uses term relevance as its only metric for metaphor
detec-tion. in addition we evaluate the impact of term relevance at different training sizes. our contributions
are: we present a measure for non-literalness that only requires data for the literal domain(s) of a text. our
approach detects metaphors indepen- electrophysiological insights into the processing of ... electrophysiological insights into the processing of nominal metaphors ... diately compute the metaphorical or
the literal meaning of a sentence, other theories postulate that context is just one of ... knowledge of what we
know to be true or likely in the world (hagoort, hald, bastiaansen, & petersson, 2004; kuperberg et al., a
theory of metaphors in information technology - a theory of metaphors in information technology william
h. friedman college of business administration university of central arkansas without metaphor there could be
no software and no theories of mind. -tim rohrer abstract this paper offers a philosophical analysis (rather than
an empirical study) of metaphors in connection with information ... the human brain: 3 pounds of what?
metaphors and ... - metaphors and historical conceptions of the brain "the brain, the masterpiece of
creation, is almost unknown to us." ! ... typically draw on domains we already know metaphors are a means to
achieve this hydraulic metaphors of ... such a device can compute any computable function. applying the
computer kenny k. n. chow paper: embodying generative visual renku ... - landscapes, crossing
metaphors. we newly introduce three different interaction mechanisms for this particular gvr work in order to
compare the embodiment of metaphors in the user with the generative system. they include the conventional
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point-and-click mechanism, the emergent gesture-based touch-sensitive input, and a nostalgic keyboard input
... van den boomen transcoding the digital how metaphors ... - van den boomen transcoding the digital
how metaphors ... transcoding the digi al 3 transcoding the digital how metaphors matter in new media de
transcodering van het digitale hoe metaforen ertoe doen in nieuwe media (met een samenvatting in het
nederlands) ... 3 — metaphors we compute by 23 overview of the chapters chapter 1: ... metaphors:
orthology and paralogy predictions from ... - phylogenetic data used to compute metaphors predic- ... for
this, we used the conversion tables provided by the different databases and blastp (19) comparisons between
pairs of sequences (e-value ... division of humanities huma 2010 course title: metaphors ... supplementary topic 7: metaphors we compute by supplementary topic 8: metaphors in scientific thinking
course intended learning outcomes 1 describe how metaphor works with examples from our ordinary
language. 2 distinguish the traditional and contemporary theories of metaphor. the backward induction
controversy as a metaphorical problem - ‘how we think about such questions depends on the predilections
we bring to an inquiry, on our suppositions about what will count as an answer, on our explanatory
preferences’ (keller, 2002). if metaphors are as important as their advocates argue they are, their function in
science is for cognitive purposes – not merely ornamental. a case of bidirectional metaphor: a computer
as a human ... - metaphors we live by and later elaborated by a number of cognitive scientists engaged in
metaphor research. since our ordinary conceptual system, in terms of which we both think and act, is
fundamentally metaphorical in nature, metaphor is one of the most basic mechanisms for understanding our
experience. some mathematical preliminaries - statpower - lists of numbers. for example, we compute
the sum of a set of numbers, or the sum of the squares of the numbers, in many statistical formulas. we need
an eﬃcient notation for talking about such operations in the abstract. in the simplest situations, we have one
or two (or perhaps three) lists, and we wish to refer to particular numbers in ... marianne van den boomen
transcoding the digital how ... - marianne van den boomen transcoding the digital how metaphors matter
in new media . marianne van den boomen transcoding the digital how metaphors matter in new media. theory
on demand #14 transcoding the digital: how metaphors matter in new media author: marianne van den
boomen ... 3 — metaphors we compute by 23 overview of the chapters ... grasping metaphors: lexical
semantics in metaphor analysis - of metaphors. we experimented on the master metaphors list (mml), a
set of metaphors compiled by lako and others in the ’80s [4]. this corpus con-tains 1728 sentences, each
sentence with at least one metaphor. from this set we extracted 75 sentences: we selected 40 sentences
containing a metaphor of type i, and 35 with a metaphor of type ii. major metaphors of communication
and some constructivist ... - major metaphors of communication and some constructivist reflections on
their use abstract the following essay is about human communication. traditionally, one would define the
concept, proceed to force a variety of experiences into its terms and declare the exercise a success if it
appears to capture a great deal of territory. is metaphor special? - tau - metaphors diﬀer from literals in
that they breach a conver-sational norm. deviating from the norm, metaphors re-quire special processes. thus,
in trying to make sense of metaphors, we ﬁrst compute their primary, literal interpre-tation, which then has to
be rejected as contextually inap-propriate and replaced with an appropriate nonliteral division of humanities
course syllabus course code: huma ... - supplementary topic 7: metaphors we compute by supplementary
topic 8: metaphors in scientific thinking course intended learning outcomes 1 describe how metaphor works
with examples from our ordinary language. 2 distinguish the traditional and contemporary theories of
metaphor. 2008 the metaphor handbook, cambridge university press. - johnson and i wrote metaphors
we live by in 1979. though the fundamental outlines of what we discovered remain as valid today as they were
then, developments in brain science and neural computation have vastly enriched our understanding of how
conceptual metaphor works. this is an intermediate report, as of january 2009. seeing technology through
metaphor technology is like a… - seeing technology through metaphor technology is like a… overview
teaching through metaphor. whenever teaching something new, whether math concepts or software or poetry,
it helps to compare the new activity with something familiar. this is often referred to as teaching through
metaphor. this allows students to discovering conceptual metaphors using source domain spaces discovering conceptual metaphors using source domain spaces samira shaikh1, tomek strzalkowski1, kit cho1,
ting liu1, george aaron broadwell1, laurie feldman1, sarah taylor2, boris yamrom1, ching-sheng lin1, ning sa1,
ignacio cases1, yuli- ya peshkova1 and kyle elliot3 1state university of new york – university at albany 2sarah
m. taylor consulting united states patent - carnegie mellon university - c12) united states patent ording
et al. (54) portable electronic device, method, and graphical user interface for displaying structured electronic
documents (75) inventors: bas ording, san francisco, ca (us); scott forstall, mountain view, ca ... rohrer, t.,
"metaphors we compute by: ... computational identiﬁcation of conceptual metaphors in ... - the words
we use to describe an argument evince images of physical combat or war. lakoff and johnson [5] argue that
this is evidence for the conceptual metaphor that argument is war. the goal of this poster is to explore the
extent to which the set of metaphors used by a community of blogs can be with display units--wwdu'94
(volume 3, pp. d15-d17 ... - compatibility." (2) if we relate the context free interpretation of a part of an
explana-tion to the context of the whole explana-tion, then the meaning of this relation is senseless or
impossible. we call this se-cond condition the "external incompatibi-lity." we classified parts of an explanation
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as metaphors, if we found an internal or an literal meaning and re - association for the advancement ...
- tion of literal meaning (gibbs, 1984). however, as we will argue in the next section, it is not the construc- tion
of literal meaning and the use of mapping rules that causes the standard model to make these incor- rect
predictions, it is the way in which mapping rules are applied in the model. metaphor detection with crosslingual model transfer - oting through a bilingual dictionary, we show our model can identify metaphoric
expressions in other languages. we pro-vide results on three new test sets in span-ish, farsi, and russian. the
results sup-port the hypothesis that metaphors are conceptual, rather than lexical, in nature. 1 introduction
lakoff and johnson (1980) characterize metaphor john m. lawler - university of michigan - lawler, j., 1999,
“metaphors we compute by”, in dona j. hickey (ed), ... may 1987: “metaphors we compute by”, lecture
presented to itd education symposium, university of michigan. march 1981: “what pragmatics might mean”,
lecture delivered to the special interest group in metaphorical uses of an electric power network: early
... - in a companion text, we focused on a case of a diachronic transition of the flow of computing metaphors,
analogies and models, from established to emerging technical configurations (tympas 2007). in the text that
follows, we shall focus on a sample from the synchronic flow of computing metaphors, analogies and
attending to metaphor in counselling - ipedr - the metaphors discovered illustrate students’ struggles
with university work and interpersonal relations, and are closely related to sensations and bodily action,
influenced by the contemporary culture. multiple meanings aspect is discussed and the factors that promoted
change are analyzed. keywords-component; metaphor, metaphors in counselling, physical metaphors for
graphs - computer science - physical metaphors for graphs daniel a. spielman october 9, 2013 13.1
overview we will examine physical metaphors for graphs. we begin with a spring model and then discuss
resistor networks. 13.2 review: interpolation on a graph say we have a graph g= (v;e), a special set of vertices
w, and some labels l: w!ir whose values we only know at w. changing our brains: systemic causality in
complex human ... - changing our brains: systemic causality in complex human systems david f. batten ...
the neural circuits that compute its meaning are activated repeatedly in the brain. as the ... most human
thought uses conceptual metaphors, but we are mostly unaware of the metaphors we think with and live by
(kövecses, 2002; lakoff, 2006). ... novel metaphor comprehension: semantic neighbourhood ... literature reviewed above, that abstract-topic metaphors will be more comprehensible thanconcrete-topic
metaphors. finally, given that this is the first metaphor comprehension study to manipulate concreteness and
snd, we have no basis for a prediction of an interaction. method participants fifty-two participants from the
university of windsor comprehending anaphoric metaphors - springer - comprehending anaphoric
metaphors raluca budiu and john r. anderson carnegiemellonuniversity,pittsburgh,pennsylvania inthis study we
investigatethe comprehensionofvariouskinds of anaphoric metaphorsin context. we describe an experiment
that manipulated the metaphoricity of simple noun + verb + ending sen- the importance of being apt:
metaphor comprehension in ... - the importance of being apt: metaphor comprehension in alzheimer’s
disease. ... why are we so good at understanding metaphors when they ... are deemed necessary to compute
relations between ... metaphors and historical conceptions of the brain - metaphors and historical
conceptions of the brain "the brain, the masterpiece of creation, is almost unknown to us." -- nicolaus steno,
1669 philosophy of neuroscience the neurosciences, resulting from the integration of the brain sciences
(neuroanatomy, neurophysiology, genetics, etc.) beginning in the 1960s, study aspects of brains and ...
computational metaphor identification in communities of blogs - metaphorical language in order to
compute its literal, “true” meaning. in the computational metaphor identification (cmi) approached used here,
the goal is not to view individual phrases as metaphorical or literal, but to identify conceptual metaphors that
underly a body of text. implementation overview
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